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Large Blocks of No. 1
By Gilbert N. Plass

and stamps of several other Central Ameri
can countries. The stamps of the other
countries were mounted on ordinary tablet
paper in a way that would delight the
never hinged enthusiansts-they were sewn
on with thread! But before you groan, let
us hasten to add that the thread merely
held the stamps in place on the sheet; the

_ needle holes were in the paper with. the
thread passing over the stamps. The Canal
Zone stamps were in envelopes. In addition
to this block, there were further copies of
the first three issues. Notes indicated that
the other Central American stamps were
purchased in late 1904, so we may assume
that the Canal Zone stamps were purchased
at the same time. The Guatemala stamps
were Scott Nos. 114-123, which now cata
log $3.45. The Canal Zone material has
done much better! The entire lot has been
in the bank vault of the collector's estate
for some years and has been completely un
known to other collectors.

The other known block of twelve is shown
in Figure 2. The upper left stamp is No. Id,
PANAMA reading down and up of which
only 52 copies were issued. Numerous minor
varieties occur in this block including: Pas.
3, inverted V for second A in left PANAMA
and PANAMA 14;.2 - 15 rom long; Pas. 4,
PANAMA 15 rnm long; Pas. 11, inverted V
for first A in right PANAMA; Pas. 12, in
verted N in right PANAMA; Pas. 21, tall
thin third A in left PANAMA. In addition
the PANAMA overprint is displaced to the
right so that the three left stamps have only
one PANAMA (the top one reading down
and the two lower ones reading up) and the
other stamps have two PANAMA overprints
dose together on the left side of the stamps.

The block, of twenty-two shown in Fig
1,ue3 is certainly one of the premier pieces
in Canal Zone' philately, not only because

(Continued on page 8)

MAIL AUCTION NO.4
The fourth CZSG mail auction will
be held on October 15, 1975. Mem
bers only can submit lots between
June 1 and July 31, 1975. Send your
material via registered mail to R. H.
Salz, 60-27th Avenue, San Francisco,
CA 94121. Certificates necessary on
all Scott Nos'. 1, 2, 3 and 15.

MEETING NOTICES
S0JEX '75, Marlborough-Blenheim
Hotel, Atlantic City, N. J., April 6,
1975

WESTPEX '75, Jack Tar Hotel, San
Francisco, Ca., April 20, 1975.

The original owner was a traveling cutlery
salesman who made the circuit throughout
middle America and to Peru. This item was
with a group of other Canal Zone material

The 2 centavos value of the first issue of the Canal Zone is prized as the first stamp listed
for our country as well as for its rarity (only 2600 were issued). Besides the single stamps
which are known, your Editor has records of twenty-four blocks of four and two blocks of
six.

Two larger blocks were remarkably saved
and have been recorded for some time.
There are a block of twenty-two stamps
and a block of twelve. Imagine our delight
when the mail recently brought another
block of twelve from the upper right comer
of the sheet to our attention. It was sent by
Sra. Doretea Margarita J., a dealer special
izing in Central American material and a
member of our society.

The new block is shown in Figure 1.
There are full margins and the block has
original gum slightly modified by the usual
interleaving effects of the tropics. A small
amount of paper has adhered to the back
of a few stamps, but the only defect is a
small scrape on the face of the lower right
stamp. The four stamps from the top row
have the variety PANAMA 16 mm long,
CZSG No. 1.1.

Presidene s Report
Richard H. 8alz

60 Twenty-seventh Ave.,
San Francisco, Calif. 94121

A concise report on the CZSG meeting
held at NOJEX, October 27, 1974: Eighteen
members were present and the meeting,
both happly and unhappily, was held in
the bar of the Coachman Inn at Cranbrook,
New Jersey. I never did find out why we
were removed from a pleasant, well-lighted
room to the dark recesses of the libation
area, but apparently we were upstaged.
Under the difficulties provided by faulty
illumination and non-philatelists gazing at
us from bar stools, we did manage to have
an enjoyable and informative meeting which
concluded ,vith nu~erous' :~man d.iscussion
groups setting up shop in strategic locations
of the imbibing arena.

A short sentence will summarize the
CZSG meeting at SESCAL on October 26,
1974 in Los Angeles, California: One mem
ber present who decided to dispense with
the reading of the minutes, then adjourned
the meeting so he could attend another
function.

Late congratulations and welcome to the
Potomac Chapter of the CZSG. This unit,
which is No.3, conducts regular meetings
in the Washington, D. C. area. For infor
mation contact William Kuttner (301-384
7550) or Gary B. Weiss (301-384-7550).

A word about the Canal Zone Postal SelV
ice. As reported in the Third Quarter 1974
CZP, a Pitney-Bowes meter study is under
way and it is through the kindness and co
operation of David Rose, Director of Posts,
that the loose ends are being tied-up. This
will result in a full report on meters which
will be published soon in the CZP.

Our publicity department was reorganized
at the NOJEX meeting and it is a pleasure
to report that Mike Beck has taken charge.
If any of our members have information
they feel is suitable for publicity, please get
in touch with Mike at 11 Mountain View
Terrace, Maplewood, N.]. 07040. He will
appreciat~ any help that is provided.

By the time this edition of the CZP is in
your hands you will undoubtedly be aware

(Continued on page 6)
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Detailed List of Canal Zone Stamps
By Gilbert N. Plass

(Continued from page 28 of last issue)

A revised version of this detailed check list will appear at the end of our Canal Zone
handbook. We want it to include all known Canal Zone varieties. Broken letters are men
tioned proved that evidence can be found that they are constant; they are not given sepa
rate numbers in the check list. Please send your Editor information on any variety not in
cluded. You will want your stamps included.

United States Overprints of 1904
Scott Nos. 4 - 8

Five stamps of the 1902 United States regular series, Scott Nos. 300, 319, 304, 306,
and 307, were overprinted CANAL ZONE / PANAMA in black in small capital letters
reading up. The overprint used 7 pt. Devinne Foundry type. The stamps are watermarked
double line USPS and are perforated 12. These stamps were overprinted by the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing. Only lower left panes of 100 were used. These stamps were valid
for postage from Monday, July 18, 1904 to Sunday, December 11, 1904. Only a small part
of the stamps that were overprinted were sold. The remainders were destroyed by burning
during January 1906.

One Cent, No.4
Franklin, blue green. Issued: July 18, 1904. Total printed: 1,000,000.
Total sold: 43,738.

Plate numbers: 2061, 2062, 2063, 2064, 2087, 2088, 2092, 2141, 2142, 2143, 2144.
Variety:
1. Plate block of 6 with inscription. (874)

Two Cents, No.5
Washington, caroline. Issued: July 18, 1904. Total printed: 5,000,000.
Total sold: 68,414.

Plate numbers: 2076, 2133, 2134, 2135, 2136, 2169, 2171, 2172, 2192, 2201, 2202,
2204, 2205, 2206, 2208, 2209, 2210, 2212, 2214, 2217.

Auctions
The only sizeable number of Canal Zone

stamps that were sold at auction during the
past quarter was in our own CZSG auction.
Almost no better grade Canal Zone stamps
were offered at the dealer auctions during
this quarter. This situation promises to be
quite different during the present quarter
with a number of stamps promised for
auction.

In the following list arranged by Scott
catalogue number, the price realized follows
the catalogue number and then the cata
logue price in parenthesis as listed in the
auction catalogue. All items are unused and
without serious defects unless mentioned
otherwise. All prices have been rounded to
the nearest dollar. All items are from the
CZSG sale unless the name of the auctioneer
is given after the price.

Scott No.1, $145 ($130); 2, $82 ($70);
3, used, $85 ($90); 3a, perforations touch,
$180 ($175); lOa, $40 ($37); lIb, perfora
tions cut, $65 ($60); 19a, $46 ($30); 21
26, $15 ($15); 22e, $63 ($45); 25a, $135
($110); 39d, $37 ($30); 46, $65 ($50); 48,
$260 ($200); 48, used, $72 ($85), Kenedi;
53a, $41 ($30); 57, $45 ($50), Siegel; 58,
$105 ($1l0); 59, $45" ($50); 61a, $40
($32); 76a, $215 ($225); 7la, $160 ($160),
Schiff; 86b, $60 ($50); 9Th, $78 ($65);
120-135, $33 ($42) ; C25a, $180 ( $300),
H. R. Harmer; Jl, $14 ($10); JI-J3, $155
($137); }20c, straight edge, $105 ($90);
U1, $19 ($15); UX5, used, $170 ($125),
Siegel. .

Variety:
1. Plate block of 6 with inscription. (1368)

Five Cents, No. 6
Lincoln: blue. Issued: July 18, 1904. Total printed: 2,000,000.
Total sold: 20,858.

Plate numbers: 1885, 1886, 1887, 1888.
Variety:
1. Plate block of 6 with inscription. (416)

Eight Cents, No.7
Martha Washington, violet black. Issued: July 18, 1904. Total printed: 1,000,000.
Total sold: 7,932.

Plate numbers: 1497, 1498, 1499, 1500.
Variety:
1. Plate block of 6 with inscription. (159)

Ten Cents, No.8
Webster, pale red brown. Issued: July 18, 1904. Total printed: 1,000,000.
Total sold: 7,856.

Plate numbers: 1590, 1591, 1592, 1593.
Variety:
1. Plate block of 6 with inscription. (157)
Numerous broken letters are found on all values. Every letter of the overprint has

been reported broken except the C of CANAL and the N of ZONE.

Third Series of 1904-1906
Scott Nos. 9 -15, 18 - 20

These ten stamps are grouped together, since the Canal Zone overprint is essentially the
same on all of them. The Canal Zone overprint was made from 8 point Century Expanded
linotype. It is customary to distinguish six different stages of the Canal Zone overprint which
are referred to by Roman numerals, I to VI. The type was completely disasseIl1ibledafter the
first setting; thus every position is different in thiS"setting from later ones. Only certain
letters and positions were changed between the remaining stages of the overprint. A com
plete discussion is given in the chapter on the Third Series in the handbook. In some stages"
some of the letters in CANAL ZONE are in a different font which is known as 8 point
Ronaldson Foundry type; philatelist~ traditionally have called this "antique type". The
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Two Cents, No. 10

1975 Scott Specialized Catalogue
The three volumes of· the regular Scott

catalogues are now appearing from July to
November followed by the Specialized Cata
logue in December. The prices in the Spe
cialized are now completely revised from
those that appear in Volume 1, so that the
collector may obtain up-to-date prices twice
a year. In our review all price comparisons
are with the 1974 Specialized of a year ago.

The pleasant news for Canal Zone collec
tors is that there has been a complete re
vision of prices for the first time in several
years. Some prices have taken large leaps
upward, while almost all show a consider
able increase. A few modem issues with

considerable supplies still available have not
had their prices changed. A few issues that
are still on sale in the Canal Zone have been

reduced in price to the usual double face
for current issues.

The total catalogue value of a complete
unused Canal Zone collection of the major
numbers (the used prices are taken for those
officials which are not priced in unused con
dition) is now $4551 against $3670 in last
year's catalogue. A complete collection of
the major numbers for envelopes has in
creased from $942 to $1214, of postal cards
from $504 to $662, of post office seals from
$24 to $30, and of proofs from $11,550 to
$13,250. A complete collection of all the list
ed errors and varieties of the stamps (which
no one has ever put together!) has increased
from $7J,49d te $95,402, of the euvelopes
from $1307 to $1685, of the postal cards
from $2555 to $4040, of the post office seals
from $93 to $105. In each case the total

from last year's catalogue has been adjusted
by adding in the current price of items
which were not priced in 1974, so that the
totals can be readily compared between
the two years.

Although these changes may seem large,
they correct for a number of years in
which the catalogue did not keep up with
the market. The demand for Canal Zone
material is so strong and in many cases the
supply is so small that further increases

seem inevitable for many varieties. Although
no set of prices will ever please everyone,
these seem to be the fairest prices that we
have had from Scott. It is very difficult to
price many Canal Zone errors, as the rarer
ones do not sell often. The prices of many
Elrrors have been adjusted to reflect the in
formation .about quantities available.;..as de
veloped by the Canal Zone Study Group.

It is impossible to review all or even most
of the price changes, since virtually every
Canal Zone price has been changed (except
for a few recent issues). The following sets
of major numbers have increased in price by
more than 30%: Nos. 16-17, 27-30, 31-35,
46-48, 52-54, 55-57, 42-45 + 49-51 + 58
59, C08-12, J4-J11, Ul-U5, U6-UI5, UC1
ues, UXI-UX6. All of these stamps re
ceived deserved raises, as they aie"either
actually quite s'carce or were seiling Con
siderably below a proper price.

Spaced AL in CANAL. I, Pos. 41. (1,700).
ON of ZONE dropped below line. I, Pos. 87. (only.on a few sheets of stage I)
ANAL for CANAL. (11 copies; 10 copies from tenth vertical row of one sheet
with overprint shifted to left from stage II; 1 copy with overprint in normal
position and C did not print from stage I)

4. CANA for CANAL. I. (1)
5. Split overprint. Overprint shifted to left. Remainder of sheet from variety 3.

II. (90)
6. CANAL ZONE 2 mm below other overprints in same horizontal row. I, Pos. 51.

(On some sheets only)
All of the usual broken and filled in letters of the CANAL ZONE overprint for stages I

and II are found on this stamp. See listing in Table 2 and in Vol. 7, p. 17 and 24 (1971).

Map of Panama, rose. Issued: December 12, 1904. Total issued: Stage l: 170,000 minus
2,300 misprinted and destroyed (December 12, 1904); Stage II: 200,000 minus 200 mis
printed and destroyed (June 23,1905). Total: 367,500.

a. Inverted overprint. I. (About 240)
b. L of CANAL sideways. I, Pos. 68 (920 copies were officially destroyed; about 25

copies exist)
Varieties:

1.
2.
3.

Two Cents, No. 11

Map of Panama, rose. Issued: December 9, 1905. Total issued: Stage III: 150,000 (approxi
mately 100,000 have the dull vermilion PANAMA overprint and 50,000 have the dark
carmine PANAMA overprint).

The Panama overprint is the third printing of the fourth issue (dull vermilion) and the
fourth printing of the fourth issue (dark carmine). There is a wide bar, normally 3% mm
above the words PANAMA (but 2% and 1% mm above on some rows; see varieties 3 and
4 below) which read up on the left and down on the right. The PANAMA overprint is
found in both dull vermilion and dark carmine. The PANAMA overprint was in a setting
of 50 (5 across by 10 down). Plate 3A.

a. ZONE in antique type. III, Pos. 48. Both colors of PANAMA overprint. (1500)
b. PANAMA overprint inverted, bar at bottom. III, Two sheets; may be found with

varieties a, 1,2,3, 4. Dull vermilion PANAMA. (200)
Varieties:

I. Inverted M in PANAMA. III, Pos. 24 and 29. Both colors of PANAMA over
print. (3000)

2. Left PANAMA 16 mm long reading up. III, Pos. 25 and 30. Both colors of
PANAMA overprint. (3000)

3. PANAMA 1% mm below bar. III, Pos. 91-100. Both colors of PANAMA over
print. (15,000)

4. PANAMA 2% mm below bar. III, Pos. 11-20, 41-50, 61-70. Both colors of
PANAMA overprint. (45,000)

5. One PANAMA, due to horizontally shifted overprint. III.
6. Two PANAMAs reading down and up, due to horizontally shifted overprint. III.
7. Three PANAMAs, due to one overprint shifted horizontally. III.

All of the usual broken and filled in letters of the CANAL ZONE overprint for stage
III are found on this stamp. See listing in Table 2 and in Vol. 7, p. 17 and 24 (1971).

(Continued on page 4)

CANAL ZONE overprint was in a setting of 100 (10 x 10). There are numerous varieties of
the PANAMA overprints which are explained more fully in the appropriate chapter of the
handbook.

One Cent, No.9

Map of Panama, green. Issued: December 12, 1904. Total issued: Stage I: 70,000, minus
100 misprinted and destroyed (December 12, 1904); Stage II: 100,000 minus 100 misprinted
and destroyed (April 25, 1905); Stage III: 100,000 (November 13, 1905); Stage IV: 50,000
(March 6, 1906). Total: 319,800.

a. CANAL in llntique type. IV, Pos. 26. (500)
b. ZONE in antique type. III and IV, Pos. 48. (1,500)
c. Inverted overprint. I. (About 6 used copies known)
d. Double overprint. I. (10 unused, most with defects, and about 8 used copies known)

Varieties:
1. Spaced AL in CANAL. I, Pos. 41. (700)
2. ON of ZONE dropped below line. I, Pos. 87. (only a few sheets of Stage I).
3. E of ZONE very faintly printed. IV, Pos. 68.

All of the usual broken and filled in letters of the CANAL ZONE overprint for stages
I, II, III, and IV are found on this stamp. See listing in Table 2 and in Vol. 7, p. 17 and 24
(1971).
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The quantities issued as listed in the cata
logue are based on the best current infor
mation as far as your Editor can determine.
Some changes are inevitable as new infor
mation is uncovered. Some quantities issued
have been deleted from the catalogue in the
last few years (such as Nos. 47, 48, 50, 51,
55, 56, 57, 58, 60-69). The reason for the
deletions is that no one knows the actual
numbers sold. A large number of Panama
overprint~ left over from the rather sudden
switch to United States overprints in 1924
were burned in 1937. Unfortunately records
were kept only of the number of each de
nomination that were burned. Thus when
there were two or more possible numbers
for a given denomination (for example, for
the 50¢ denomination, both Nos. 58 and 66
were burned), it is impossible to know how
many were actually sold of each number.
Thus the numbers issued forn1erly given in
the catalogue should be forgotten as they
were incorrect.

All Canal Zone collectors will want to
purchase a copy of the 1975 Specialized in
order to obtain a listing of these many new
prices together with the excellent listing of
its stamps and errors which has been de
veloped over many years in cooperation with
the CZSG.

Star Plate Blocks
Can any member report a plate block of

six with a large nve point star of Scott Nos.
73, 90 or92? These special blocks are listed
in the Scott Specialized Catalogue, but we
can ·find.-.no record of any having been sold,
or even of anyone who has seen one. Please
report to your Editor even a single copy
with a star in the margin. These stars were
3dded to the plate to indicate a different
spacipg between the rows of stamps in an
attempt to improve the centering of these
flat plate stamps. Plate blocks with stars of
the 2¢ value (sharp A) No. 84, are known,
but not of the 2¢ (flat A) or of the 15¢ and
20¢ (sharp A) values.

Robert C. Hooghkirk
Robert C. Hooghkirk, owner of the Mil

ford Stamp Co. of Boynton Beach, Florida
died on Sept. 30, 1974. His specialty was
United States and Possessions. His stock of
Canal Zone was at one time one of the best
in the country. He has handled most of the
errors and varieties of Canal Zone stamps
and many CZSG members remember him as
the source of some of their prize stamps. His
firm was founded over forty years ago in
Milford, Conn., but was moved to Florida
about 1960. There has been no announce
ment regarding the disposition of his stock.

Postal Stationery
Two postal stationery items have been

repOlted by one of our members. The 1¢
1908 postal card, UPSS No. S4, has been
found with an earlier date than previously
yecorded-October 30, 1908.' The 2¢ car
mine envelope, UPSS No. 12, Size 6, P-4,
has been found with the Post Office request
~Ic of France Field.

Detailed List -
(Continued from page 3)

Table 2. Most Important CANAL ZONE Broken Letters
The most important broken letters from the complete listing in Vol. 7, p. 17 and 24

(1971) are given below. These can be referred to as in this example: No.9 CZ 1.34 means
Scott No.9 with the CANAL ZONE variety (or varieties) found on the first stage, position
34. The notation in the Table AI, A2, NI, N2 refers to the first and second A and N in
CANAL ZONE.

First Stage.

Pos. I: broken C, A2, L, E.
Pos. 3: broken Land E.
Pos. 4: broken C and L.
Pos. 7: broken E.
Pos. 31: broken C and A2.
Pos. 34: broken A2.
Pos. 38: broken C and E.
Pos. 40: broken L and N2.
Pos. 48: broken Nl.
Pos. 60: broken C.
Pas. 66: broken Z.
Pas. 82: broken N2.
Pas. 84: broken A2.
Pas. 98: broken E.

Second through Sixth Stages.

(Numbers in parenthesis are stages on which variety occurs. Example: (2, 3, 4, 5S) means
that it occurs on second, third, and fourth stages and on some (S) of fifth stage copies.)
Pas. 1: broken L (6) and A2 (2,3,4,5,6).
Pos. 2: broken Al (2, 3, 4, 5, 6) and NI (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).
Pos. 6: broken 0 (2, 3, 4, 5).
Pos. 16: broken E (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).
Pos. 19: broken A2 (6), N2 (6) and E (6).
Pos. 29: broken A2 and E (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).
Pos. 31: broken A2 (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).
Pos. 32; broken A (2, 3, 4).
Pos. 33: broken E (2, 3, 4, 5, 6) and N2 (6).
Pas. 34: broken Z (6).
Pos. 36: broken E (2, 3, 4, 5, 6S).
Pos. 37: broken A2, Z and E (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).
Pos. 42: broken Nl (6), L (2, 3, 4), 0 (6) and E (2, 3S, 4, 55).
Pos. 44: broken L (6).
Pas. 65: broken C (3, 4, 5, 6) and Nl (2, 3, 4).
Pos. 68: broken N2 (2, 3, 4, 5, 6) and E (4, 5, 6).
Pos. 76: broken C (3, 4, 5, 6).
Pos. 79: broken C (2, 3, 4, 5, 6), Al (6) and E (6).
Pos. 81: broken E (2,3,4, 5, 6).
Pos. 84: broken Al (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).
Pos. 88: broken Z (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).

(Continued in next issue)

First Flight and Other Canal. Zone Covers
By Gilbert N. Plass

(Continued from page 28 of last issue)

Official Cachets and Other Interesting Covers
In this section we attempt to list all official cachets and special postmarks authorized

by the Canal Zone Postal Service on covers that were not sent by air mail.

May 7,1919
201. Cristobal to Balboa by Submarine. Each subscriber to the Victory Loan in May

1919 received one of these covers. They were carried by submarine from the Atlantic to
the Pacific Oceans through the CliDal.Penalty envelopes were used. There are two special
postmarks. There is a blue postmark which reads "CRISTOBAL, C. Z. I ATLANTIC 
PACIFIC / MAY7 / 6.00 A.M. / 1919 / V / FIRST TRIP / Submarine Mail / U. S. S.
C-3". A second magenta postmark reads "BALBOA HEIGHTS, C. Z. I RECEIVED I
MAY7 / 2:00 P.M. / 1919 / V / FIRST TRIP / Submarine Mail / Atlantic - Pacific".
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:Figure 11. CZSG Nos. 13.3 and 13.2.

September 15, 1928
202. Byrd Antarctic Expedition. The ships of the Byrd Antarctic Expedition passed

through the Canal on this date. Covers were mailed with Canal 20ne stamps canceled with
a fancy postmark showing in the center a circle with words "BYRDANTARTIC /
EXPEDITION" and a map of Antarctica in the center, killer bars on the right, and pic
torial view (mountains with snow, huts with flag, ship, and airplane) on the left. Covers
also have the postmark of the S. S. City of New York and are dated September 15th.

June 25, 1929
203. Twenty-fifth anniversary of the establishment of the Canal Zone Postal Service.

June 25, 1929. Single line horizontal cachet with legend only in rectangular frame.

January 2, 1932
204. Madden Dam, C. Z. A special postmark was used at· Madden Dam. There are

four horizontal bars above and four more horizontal bars below three horizontal lines of
wording which reads "MADDEN DAM/ JAN 2 1932 / CANAL ZONE".

December 25, 1932 to January I, 1933
205. ·Visit of U. S. Frigate Constitution to Canal Zone. Although these are ship covers

without a special authorization from the Post Office, they are listed because of their in
terest. Most covers have a cachet showing the U. S. Frigate Constitution in an oval border.
The postmark reads "U.S. FRIGATE / CONSTITUTION" and has either "CRISTOBAL
/ CANAL ZONE" or "BALBOA / CANAL ZONE" within the killer bars.

February 26, 1934
206. Thirtieth Anniversary of Acquisition of Canal Zone by United States. Magenta

cachet showing ship in Canal and seal of the Canal Zone with legend "30th / ANNI
VERSARY / The / Canal Zone / of the Isthmus / of Panama / was acquired / by the /
United States / on February 26, / 1904". Covers are postmarked at Balboa Heights on
February 26th.

April 7,1934
207. Visit of U. S. Frigate Constitution to Canal Zone. Special postmark with TRAN

SITED / MIGUEL LOCKS between killer bars. Other postmarks probably exist; please re
port them.

August 15, 1934
208. Twentieth Anniversary of the Opening of Panama Canal. Magenta cachet show

ing ship in locks, facsimile signature of Col. George W. Goethals and "1914 AUGUST 15
1934". Covers are postmarked at Balboa Heights on August 15th, the first day of sale of
the 3¢ Goethals stamp.

September 26 - 27, 1937
209. Anniversary of first ship passing through a lock in both directions. The U. S.

Gatun, a sea-going tug, passed through Gatun Locks on September 26, 1913 headed south
and again on September 27th headed north. This was the first complete operation of
Gatun Locks. A special official cachet shows a tug in the locks and reads "COMMEMORA
TIVE I FIRST LOCKAGE / SEPT. 26-27, 1913". Many covers are postmarked on Sep
tember 27, 1937 at Gatun, the first day of sale of the 14¢ Sibert stamp.

April 25, 1946
210. First day of 5¢ Stevens stamp. An official cachet was applied to first day covers

at all post officesshowing a ship in the canal with the wording including "FIRST DAY OF
ISSUE / 5-CENT STAMP / PERMANENT SERIES". This was the last official cachet
prepared for a first day sale.

January 28, 1955
211. Special RPO Posbnark for 3¢ Panama Railroad Commemorative. The Railway

Post Office had been discontinued on May 15, 1954. However, a special train was run on
January 28, 1955 for the first day sale of the 3¢ Panama Railroad Commemorative. Many
first day covers have a machine "FIRST DAY OF ISSUE" cancel without a town name.
In addition there is a handstamp posbnark reading "THE PANAMA CANAL I R.P.O. /
JAN 28 I TR 1 / 1955 / RMS".

Third Series of 1904-1906
By Gilbert N. Plass

(Continued from page 32)

The 2q' denomination with PANAMA
overprint reading up at left and down at
right in red· and the CANAL ZONE over
print in black (No. 11) was issued on De
cember 9, 1905. The two most important
varieties of the PANAMA overprint are
shown in Figure 11 (these varieties occur
on Nos. 11, 12, and 13 and are shown in
this figure on No. 13). The upper left stamp
in the figure is Pas. 24 and shows an in
verted M in the right PANAMA. The upper
right stamp is Pas. 25; the left PANAMA
is 16 mm long due to the use of a larger
type font than normal. This Panama over
print was printed from a setting of 50 (5
across by 10 down) so that these varieties
also occurred on Pos. 29 and 30 when the
right half of the pane of 100 was over
printed.

Two sheets of the 2¢ denomination were
printed with the PANAMA overprint in
verted. However, it seems doubtful that all
of these 200 copies were saved for collectors
as this error is very difficult to find. This
error is shown in Figure 12. The stamps in
this block are from Pas. 75, 76, 85, 86.

Awards
The Canal Zone Philatelist has received

two important awards. The American Phila
telic Society had a contest for the best
publication by an A. P. S. Chapter or Affili
ate. The Canal Zone Philatelist won the
second prize (the first went to The Chron-

ical of u. S. Classic Issues). At the Seventh
National Philatelic Literature Competition
held in Chicago The Canal Zone Philatelist

won a vermeil medal (surpassed only by
gold medals. to the Journal of the Rossica

Society of Russian Philately and to Western
Express).
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Figure 12. No. lIb. PANAMA inverted.

Since this block has stamps from both the
right and left half panes, it shows that both
halves of this pane received the inverted
PANAMA overprint. A question that always
puzzles collectors is how to distinguish an
inverted PANAMA overprint with the bar at

(Continued on page 7)



blue pencil. This latest information comes in
a letter from Mr. R. S. Carter of Balboa
Heights, dated December 22nd. Possibly
Washington objected but no particulars are
given for the change. Maybe we will find
out and maybe we won't.

"In announcement of December 10th, I
stated: Well, anyhow, if nothing goes wrong
with the program, here are two more for
the old book. Just why the "if" was added
is uncertain-possibly it was philatelic in
tuition-or something. At any rate the pro
gram went hay wire, at least to a certain
extent. This much remains according to
present plans; there will be stamps coming
forth in the amounts and denominations
designated. However, the 3¢ will be the
Washington Commemorative, which is as it
should be, although a trifle late. There will
be nothing new so far as the surcharge is
concerned; although it is always possible
that a new type or new spacing will be
used and while we may expect to see the
exact type and spacing as used on the cur
rent stamps, don't bet your last shirt on it,
that is, unless the shirt is no good."

-R. H. Salz

---------

Second Time Around
Here are two articles written in the lively

style of Frank E. Greene. The first is from
the "Weekly Philatelic Gossip" of Decem
ber 10, 1932 and is entitled "Canal Zone
News."

"Through the courtesy of Mr. R. S. Car
ter, Balboa Heights, I am able to tell you
that two new varieties of Canal Zone stamps
are scheduled to appear shortly after the
first of the year, as follows:

3¢ Lincoln-1,000,000 ordered
14¢ Indian-l00,000 ordered

These are, of course, the same denomina
tions, but they are coming out in a new
dress. The surcharge on both items is to be
in red and furthermore, the reading is to
be up instead of horizontal, which to me
looks like a better chance to make inverts.
Just why a change from black to red is
made does not seem clear except that the
Director of Posts seems to be partial to that
color. Certainly red is harder to read and
if you don't believe it try to read the sur
charge on the ¥.!¢. U. S. precancels seem to
get by pretty well with black overprints.
Well, anyhow, if nothing goes wrong with
the program, here are two more for the old
book."

The second, also by Frank E. Greene, is
from the January 7, 1933 issue of the same
journal and is entitled ,"Latest Canal Zone
News."

"False alann, folks, false alarm; After
wasting my breath, figuratively speaking,
telling you in the December 10th issue of
GOSSIP, that Canal Zone would have 2
new items soon in the form of 3¢ and 14¢
with red surcharge reading up, I am in
formed that this "red and up" idea met a
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Quantities of Recent Issues
D. C. Rose, Director of Posts for the

Canal Zone Postal Service has advised us of
the official quantities issued of the follow
ing: No. U20, 8¢ short envelope, 63,500;
same, long envelope, 58,000; No. UC14,
1l¢ air mail short envelope, 395,000; same,
long envelope, 158,000. The total number
overprinted of the recentiy issued sur
charged envelopes is as follows: No. U21,
8¢ + 2¢, short envelope, 96,500; same long
envelope, 102,000; No. UC15, 11¢ + 2¢
air mail short envelope, 205,000; same, long
envelope, 82,000.

President's Report -
(Continued from page 1)

of the rather hefty increases of Canal Zone
listings in the 1975 Scott Specialized cata
log. Along with major increases in valua
tions, especially with material that was never
plentiful, an increase in counterfeiting ac
tivity can be expected. I am making a cal
culated guess that the near future will see
numerous fakes, as well as misdescribed
items, offered unknowingly by both auction
houses and dealers. The best way to protect
oneself is to become knowledgeable of what
exists in fake Canal Zone material. The
following bibliography on counterfeits is
far from complete but I hope is a step in
the right direction. Those of you who can
add to the listing please write to the
Editor.

"The Underworld of Stamps-Canal Zone
Forgeries" by Eckhardt, American Philate
list, March 1949

"Canal Zone Third Series Counterfeits"
by DeVoss', American Philatelic Congress
Book 1956

"The Yucatan Affair" Canal Zone section
compiled by J. T. DeVoss, American Phila
telic Society, 1974
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Figure 16. No. 12d. PANAMA double on center stamps.

SALEFOR

Robert L. Fabian
7614 Jameson Road
Parma, Ohio 44129

C.Z.S.G.

both with
A.P.S. CERTIFICATES

Figure 15. Nos. 12d and 12.8.

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

A.P.S.

Certified Checks Only

UNUSED, ORIGINAL GUM

LIGHTLY HINGED

FINE +
$560.00 Each

TWO UNUSED COPIES OF

CANAL ZONE No. 47

A rare opportunity to purchase the
extremely elusive number 47. C. Z.
Philatelist estimates that there are
only 60 unused copies available, of
which about half are without gum
(See C.Z.P. First Qtr. 1974.)

Figure 13 Nos. 12b, 12.2, and 12.17.

these examples the error is in either the
fifth or sixth vertical row. This indicates
that the error occurred when the PANAMA
overprint was applied to one or the other

The error with the double overprint of half pane so that it was one stamp too far
CANAL ZONE is shown in Figure 14. As (Continued on page 8)

·shown byth~~imprint,- this block is from -c • - .•.
Pos. 49, 50, 59, 60. The two top stamps
have the variety pANAMA 2¥.J mm below
bar, CZSG No. 12.15. Two sheets received
the double overprint so that 200 copies
were printed. The combination of the double
overprint with the rare PANAAM error at
right, CZSG No. 12.8, is shown in Figure
15.

Figure 14. Nos. 12d and 12.15.

The error PANAMA double, No. 12d, is
very interesting. An example is shown in
Figure 16. PANAMA is double on the center
stamps only, Pas. 76 and 86. Early writers
state that about 120 copies of this error
were printed and that they exist from at
least four different printings of this stamp
(see detailed check list). Obviously most of
these were not noticed at the time of issue
and were commercially used. We have been
able to record only nine unused and 8 used
copies of this error. Six of the unused copies
are in block~ of six as in Figure 16. The
other three are in strips of three. In all of

"Canal Zone Philatelist" Whole No.6,
page 4; 7-12; 8-23; 21-31; 22-7; 23-16; 24
20 and 31-16.

Finally, in the case of the more valuable
stamps it is always a good idea to submit
the item in question to the A. P. S. Expert
Committee where CoL James T. DeVoss and
other qualified CZSG members will perform
a thorough examination.

Third Series -
(Continued from page 5)

the bottom from a displaced PANAMA over
print where the overprint was merely shifted
too high. A definitive proof often requires
considerable study. It is usually necessary
to establish the position on the pane of the
stamp in question (from the characteristics
of the CANAL ZONE and PANAMA over
prints) and then to check the characteristics
of the PANAMA overprint. The answer
given in many early books that one merely
measures how far the PANAMA is from the
bar is not valid, as this distance varies
greatly over the overprint form (see detailed
check list). Thus this information can only
be useful if the position of the stamp is
also known. In general the following points
can be helpful: 1. a displaced overprint is
often, but not always, at a slight angle,
while the inverted overprint never is at an
angle. 2. The variety bar at bottom due to
a displaced overprint has only beim reported
for the 5~' value, but not for the 2¢ de
nomination. 3. The minor varieties of the

. PANAMA and CANAL ZONE overprint
must check for the position of the stamp.

The block in Figure 12 can easily be
proven to be an inverted PANAMA variety.
The upper right stamp is Pos. 76 and has
the variety with the right PANAMA 16 mm
long. A diagram of all positions of the
PANAMA overprint form shows that Pos.
76 for the inverted overprint should be the
same as Pos. 30 for the normal overprint.
This is the correct position for the variety
left PANAMA 16 mm long (this of course
becomes a right PANAMA for an inverted
overprint). A further check is provided by
the bottom two stamps in this block which
are Pos. 85 and 86. The PANAMA is 2¥.J
mm from the bar on these two stamps. These
stamps on the inverted overprint receive the
PANAMA overprint that is normally on the
second row of the sheet; this row does have
the 2 ~ mm spacing between the bar and
PANAMA.

The 5¢ value (No. 12) is the most compli
cated of the series. It is the only value that
received all six settings of the CANAL
ZONE overprint. In addition almost all of
the PANAMA varieties known on the other
values occurs as well on this stamp.

Several varieties are shown in the block
in Figure 13. The upper left stamp is No.
12b, ZONE in antique type (Pos. 48). The
lower right stamp has PAMANA at the left,
CZSG No. 12.2 (Pos. 59), while the lower
left stamp has the variety double diagonal
stroke in N of right PANAMA, CZSG No.
12.17 (Pos. 58).
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Block of 12 of No.1 with CZSG No. 1.1.

New Issue of Coils
As previously announced in the Canal

Zone Philatelist, the 1¢, 1O¢,and 25¢ regular
postage stamps have been issued in coil
form. The first day of sale was February 14,
1975. The two lower denominations are
manufactured in coils of 500 and 3000,
while the 25¢ is produced only in coils of
3,000. Any number of these coil stamps may
be ordered from the Philatelic Agency, Bal
boa, Canal Zone. The total number of
stamps received so far is: l¢, 740,000 stamps
in rolls of 500 plus 450,000 stamps in rolls
of 3000; 1O¢, 800,000 stamps in rolls of
500 plus 486,000 stamps in rolls of 3000;
25rr, 696,000 stamps in rolls of 3000. Since
these are current stamps, more will be or
dered from time to time as demand war
rants. These stamps are mainly for use in
automatic stamp dispensing machines which
are being installed in the Canal Zone.

We still believe that the l¢ Gorgas stamp
issued in sheet form in 1928 has been used
longer without any change than any other
stamp in the world. Some designs have been
used longer (from some Scandinavian coun
tries), but we can not find a single stamp
that has been used this long without a
change of some sort-in denomination, color,
or waternlark. Can anyone prove us wrong?
Does our Canal Zone stamp really have the
record?

•

Willing to part with some of
my scarce duplicates.

Selection sent on request.

Col. James T. DeVoss
P. O. Box 765

State College, Pa. 16801

•
COVERS WITH PANAMA

FORWARDING AGENT MARKINGS

FOR SALE

Third Series - (Continued from page 7)
to the left or right. This would cause a
double overprint on either the fifth or sixth
vertical rows.

(Continued in next issue)

}<'igure1.

Figure 3. Block of 22 of No. 1 with No. If.

sheet (block of 50) is known. There are
records of 17 blocks of four and three blocks
of six of the ten centavos denomination. No
larger blocks have been reported of this
value. Incidentally many of the blocks in
cluded in the above totals have one or more
of the major errors of these stamps and ap
parently were saved as blocks primarily be
canse of these errors.

CZSG Third Mail Sale
George Stilwell reports that there were

221 bidders in the third CZSG mail sale of
which 151 (68%) were successful. Twenty
successful bidders purchased 356 lots (50%)
of the lots in the sale; the remaining 131
successful bidders purchased an average of
2.65 lots. The total price realized was $13,
705.00 after four lots were returned. The
net proceeds which are being credited to the
CZSG Publication Fund were $1073. A total
of 97%of the 707 lots were sold; 22 lots had
no bids and one lot was withdrawn. A list
of prices realized may still be obtained for
a SASE from G. W. Stilwell, 377 Rolling
Rock Rd., Mountainside, N. J. 07092. The
announcement of our fourth mail sale to be
conducted by our President, Richard Salz,
is on the first page.

CENTHAL AMERICA
We have a small lot of Canal Zone
stamps available on approval. Also, a
packet of covers (mostly flights, FDe's
and mint stationery). Other items are
listed in "The Central American Phila
telist" (copy on request).

Agents for Robson Lowe International. I

&&. '1)~tro,~1iL J:
P.O.Box 131.Glenview.1I1.60025. U.S.A.
Apartado Postal 1389.Guatemala.C.A.

Figure 2. Block of 12 of No. 1 with No. 1d.

Large Blocks of No. 1 -
(Continued from page 1)

of its rarity, but because of its interest. The
upper left stamp is Position 33 on the sheet.
The middle of the sheet occurs between the
second and third rows. Thus the stamps on
the first two rows have PANAMA reading
up, while the remaining stamps have PANA
MA reading down. Thus the block contains
four examples of No. If, vertical pair with
PANAMA reading up on top stamp and
down on lower. Only about fifteen such
pairs are known (of which four are in this
block). This variety occurs because the over
print (10 across by 5 down) was first applied
to the upper half sheet with PANAMA read
ing up. After an extra row of bars was
added to the overprint form, the sheets
were turned over and the lower half sheet
was overprinted with PANAMA reading
down.

There are numerous interesting minor
varieties in this block. A few of them are:
Pas. 34, inverted V for second A and accent
on third A in right PANAMA; Pas. 42, in
verted V for first and second A in right
PANAMA; Pas. 44, inverted V for second
A and right leg only of third A in left
PANAMA; Pas. 63, accent on last A of right
PANA,\1A;Pas. 74, three inverted Vs for all
As in right PANAMA; Pas. 83, inverted V
for first A in right PANAMA.

What multiples are known for the other
values of the first series stamps? Your
Editor has records of 21 blocks of four and
three blocks of six of the 5 centavos de
nomination. In addition an entire upper half
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